The seas in front of China coast such as Yellow Sea, East China Sea and Taiwan Straits are all located on continental shelf. In consequence, waves approaching these coasts are generated in shallow water area in comparsion with wave length. The authors has developed tangible calculation procedures for evaluating the wave features in such areas in stationary or moving fetches (l). However, the basical formulas of calculation are derived from experimental data of Bretschneider and Thijsse. In order to investigate the generating process of shallow water wind waves and obtain more detailed informations for correcting calculation criteria, a series of experiments have been performed at a wind tunnel of 75 meters in length. Various investigations on the relationships between waves and wind as well as water depth ar4 to be submitted in this paper.
In addition, the situation of wind wave coexistance with regular wave is studied from experiments, because it resembles the superposition of refracted and local wind waves on the western coast of Taiwan.
SIGNIFICANT WAVE FEATURES
From the experiments, the wave heights and periods increase with wind velocities and fetch lengths, however, they reach fully arisen state more rapidly than deep water waves, only a few minutes in the experiments. After fully arisen, a portion of high waves begin to break and reduce their heights slightly, however, the waves recover their heights after advancing a shotft distance and then they break partially, such phenomena repeat again and again especially in the cases of the wind being strong. The wave periods remain increasing within the fetch length in these experiments, however, it can be expected that the wave periods and heights may become constant if the fetch length is long enough.
COASTAL ENGINEERING
The experimental curves of gHj./U* versus gf/V J with parameter gd/TJ* as shown in Fig. 1 have the sane tendency with the curves of Bretschneider (2), however, our data are larger than those of Johnson, Huft and Hamada, and even larger than the values predicted from the fetch graph of SMB in the region of gF/U* in Fig. 2 are located below breaking limit and Bretschneider*s steady state of friction coefficients equal to 0.01. In Fig. 3 At early stage, the spectra grow continuously as the fetch length becoming longer till saturation state is reached* Vmile the fetch lengths extend, the lower frequency parts of the spectral curves increase their density, as Fig. 6,7,8 .
The relationship between wave spectra and wind valocity has the same tendency of deep water waves. Namely in same fetch length and water depth, the spectra grow with wind velocity being increasing. As Fig. 9 A 11 , if the depth is small, the spectral density is smaller than that of deep water waves, as shown in Fig. 12, 13 , ik, for same wind velocity. The greater the wind velocity is the earlier the low frequency portion of spectrum developed, and the wider the frequency band becomes. In any case, the high frequency side of equilibrium range decades remarkably and can be represented by f" 
STUDIES ON THE COPERPOSITION OF REGULAR AND WIND WAVES
According to the special topography of western coast of Taiwan, the beach is very flat and the waves approach from Taiwan Straits are breaking on offshore mars. The distance between bars and the main coast or sea dike is still as long as 5 km. Local wind waves are overlapping on the waves after broken. To investigate such a phenomenon in order to offer design criteria for sea dikes, we generated regular waves by flap type wave generator and blow wind simultaneously in the same wind wave channel. The regular wave spectra are shown in Fig. 16 and the spectra of wind wave while regular wave are not to be existing are shown in Fig. 17. Fig. 18 
CONCLUSION
From experimental data described above following conclusions be made.
1. The generation prooedure of shallow water waves is closed resembling to deep water waves, however, the duration for fully arisen is much shorter. 2. In the range of our experiments wave period seems not to be significantly influented by water depth. The wave height increases with fetch length increasing, however, they are smaller than deep water waves due to the influence of water depth. 3. Xf wave spectra of shallow wave area are available, the significant wave height can also be calculated by By-= 2.83 VET (E = 2y^(f) df). 
